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Executive Summary: 

 

This brief investigation was executed for SwichMed (www.switchmed.eu).  

The purpose of this investigation was to provide mapping of the Palestinian financing 

sector, and its role in the financing of eco-innovative businesses in Palestine, by 

understanding the interest and the financial demand of the switchers on the one hand, 

and mapping the available financial service supply available in Palestine on the other. 

The methodology used was the conduction of a desk review identifying status of the 

Palestinian financing system and its relation with the financing of the Green Switchers 

and echo projects. Then, several interviews were conducted with some financing and 

investment institutions. The results of the 2 previews tools were used in leading an 

open structured focus group with 9 Green Switchers. 

It was found that very little understanding of echo and green projects was evident 

among bankers and financial institutions employees, and that very little help was 

provided by those intuitions and by the government to such projects. 

The investigation found out that in addition to the financing problems the Green 

Switchers were facing, they also faced legislative, awareness and incentives problems. 

The major recommendation was to establish a coordination body for the Green 

Switchers in order to exchange experience, plan and lobby all necessary bodies and 

institutions that could help in solving the Green Switchers’ problems. 
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1 SwichMed in Brief 
SwichMed (www.switchmed.eu) is aninitiative that supports and connects 

stakeholders to scale up eco and social innovations in the Mediterranean. It provides 

all Mediterranean stakeholders with tools and connections for their social and 

ecoinnovation projects in order to achieve productive, circular and sharing 

economies in the Mediterranean. SwichMed is based on three pillars: 

1. Training green business entrepreneurs and startups, empowering grassroots 

innovations and providing capacity building for sustainable industry 

providers; 

2. Engaging with policy makers to establish a regulatory and policy framework to 

drive the sustainable products and services market; 

3. The SwitchMed Action Network: a community of stakeholders linking and 

exchanging information and scaling eco and social innovations. 

 

2 Purpose of the mission 
This investigation aims to provide mapping and initial meeting for finance of eco-

innovative businesses in Palestine, by understanding the interest and the financial 

demand of the switchers on the one hand, and mapping the available financial service 

supply available in Palestine, establishing contacts and conduct meetings. In its scope 

of work the consultancy will also conduct round table meeting for switchers. 

Although, there are different kind of Green Switchers in Palestine, in our investigation 

we will concentrate on the most popular sectors, namely, energy, waste management 

and food and agriculture industries. This will cover the demand side of the 

investigation. 

On the supply side, we will map the existing banking system, the microfinance 

institutes and the investment funds, and their relation with the Green Switchers. 
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3 Introduction. Palestine market overview 

The areaofthe Palestinian Territory is6020km2, whereastheareaof West Bank is 

5655km2, andtheareaof Gaza is365km2. The total population of the Palestine was 4.55 

million inhabitants, with the West Bank population reaching 2.86 million and Gaza 

population 1.82 million. This makes Gaza the most densely populated area in the 

world, at around 5,000 inhabitants per Km2(PCBS, 2104). 

The West Bank and Gaza Strip are not geographically connected; they are separated by 

Israel, with a distance of around 75 km between Gaza and the nearest West Bank city 

of Hebron. Commuting between the two areas needs the permission of Israel, with only 

Israeli cars and trucks allowed to commute between the borders of the two areas, and 

hence goods are only transferred in a back to back operation, and through Israeli trucks 

only.  

In addition, the Cairo and Oslo II agreements divided the West Bank into three 

distinctive areas, A, B, and C, as per the following definition: 

Area A: Full civil and security control resides with the Palestinian Authority. 

Currently, this area comprises of 18% of the total area of the West Bank; this 

area includes all major Palestinian cities but has no geographical continuity. 

This thesis will mainly discuss the economy of Area A in particular, since it’s 

the only area that Palestinian have full control of. 

Area B: Has civil Palestinian control and Joint Palestinian-Israeli security 

control. This means that any Palestinian police intervention against crime in 

area B needs the prior approval of the Israeli security forces. This area 

comprises 21% of the West Bank and includes most of the Palestinian villages. 

Although the economy of this area is important, it only comprises a small part 

of the total Palestinian economy.  

Area C: Has a full Israeli control over security, planning and construction, it 

comprises 61% of the West Bank in terms of area, but only around 150,000 

Palestinian inhabitants live there; a mere 5.2% of the total West Bank 

population. This area, as per the United Nations Office of Coordination of 

Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), includes all the agricultural land of the Jordan 
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valley, all major roads between Palestinian towns and villages, and most of the 

water and natural recourses. (United Nation-OCHA,2011)a. 

According to the OCHA Report (United Nation-OCHA, 2011)a: 

 “70% of Area C is off-limits to Palestinian construction, 29% is heavily restricted”, 

and only 1% has been planned for Palestinian development by the Israeli Civil 

administration. 

This area is full of Israeli settlements, with around 135 settlements, housing around 

300,000 settlers. The planning expansion area around those settlements is nine times 

the area of the built areas. Fig. 2.1, as published by the IBRD shows a map of the 

geography of areas A, B and C, where areas A and B are small entities swimming in 

the ocean of Area C. This area, although containing most of the Palestinian resources 

including water, mineral and agricultural resources, has a very minimal contribution to 

the Palestinian economy. This is due to the full Israeli control over this area, and 

refusal to give the Palestinians any permits to work within it. 
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Figure 1 West Bank map as per areas division 

 

Such facts have dramatically affected the growth of the Palestinian economy and 

increased Israeli control.  

A World Bank report in 2013, estimated the direct benefits of the PA control of Area C 

in terms of the additional output of agriculture, Dead Sea minerals, stones, 

construction, tourism and telecommunication to be in the range of US$ 2,276 million 

per annum. The same World Bank report also indicated that the lifting of restrictions 

over the West Bank, would result in some indirect benefits to the tune of US$ 1,500 

million in value added. This would result in a revenue to the PA budget of some US$ 

800 million, and would reduce the budget deficit by 56%.  
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Palestineislocatedinatransitionalclimaticzonebetweenthe 

Mediterraneanandaridtropicalzones.Climaticconditionsof 

Palestinevarywidely.TherearethreeclimaticzonesinPalestine:coastalareas,hillyareasandJ

ordanvalley.Thecoastalzonewhich isonly in Gaza, has mildweather (averageof15 

degrees Centigrade) duringwinters,humidandhot(averageof 24 degrees Centigrade) 

duringsummer,whilehillyareasinWBarecoldduring 

winters,andmildinthesummer.Jordanvalleyclimateiswarm and 

humidinwinters,andhotanddryduringsummers.TemperaturesinJordanvalleyarealwayshi

gherthanin coastalareas, while inhillyareas,theyareusuallylow (PCBS, 2014). 

4 Sustainable Market 
Energy: 

The total demand on electricity in 2013 according to the (Quartet, 2013) was estimated 

to be 1,270 MW annually, two third of which was in the West Bank and one third in 

the Gaza strip. According to the same source, the estimated total demand in 2020 is 

2,165 MW, an increase of almost 70%. 

Primary energy sources used in Palestine are mostly fossil fuels and renewable sources. 

Fossil fuels constitute around 73% of the primary energy sources, and are mainly 

diesel, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), and gasoline. They are used chiefly for 

transportation, heating, and generating electricity (diesel generators) in places where 

there is no electricity network or during the frequent electricity cuts. (Ismail, M and 

Moghavvemi, M, 2013). 

In addition to fossil fuels, renewable energy sources in the Palestinian Territories 

constitute about 27%, in the form of solar energy (43%). (Mainly used for heating, in 

household solar water heaters), and biomass, such as wood (51%), and olive cake 

(6%), which are used in heating. (Abu Hamed, T and Isma’il, L, 2013). 

The Palestinian Territories is a net importer of oil and petroleum products. Total 

energy consumption in the PT is considered the lowest in the region, while its costs are 

relatively high compared to its neighbors. The majority of this consumption goes to the 

residential sector.Almost 100% of the fossil fuels and 89% of the electricity supply 

come from Israel, resulting in a demand increase for both countries. 
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This shows the total dependency of the Palestinian Territories on imported energy, 

especially from Israel, where the Palestinians are in conflict with. Such dependency 

shows the importance of alternative energy, where the natural resources are available. 

Solar energy can be a major contributor to the future Palestinian energy supply, with its 

high potential in the area. Palestine receives about 3,000 hours of sunshine per year 

and has an average solar radiation of 5.4 kWh/m2 daily (World Bank, 2017). The 

average solar radiation varies by season: it reaches as low as 2.63 kWh/m2 per day in 

December and as high as 8.4 kWh/m2 per day in June. These levels of solar radiation 

are encouraging to harness solar energy for various applications. Palestine is one of the 

leading countries worldwide in usage of solar water heaters for domestic applications, 

according to the Palestine CentralBureau of Statistics (PCBS, 2015), approximately 

67% of Palestinian homes use solar water heaters. They are used in hotels and some 

hospitals as well as homes and apartments. More than 90% of these solar water heaters 

are manufactured locally and cost between $250 and $350.  

The Jordan valley in Palestine receives high solar radiation levels of 5.4-6.0 kWh/m2 

per day annually. These are excellent conditions for harnessing solar energy for both 

large-scale and stand-alone applications. The Jordan Valley is conducive to hosting a 

solar field for another reason: it is the least densely populated region in Palestine 

The Palestinian Territories have substantial potential for solar electricity in the West 

Bank, particularly in Area C (Which is under full Israeli control). Solar energy is the 

only significant renewable resource in the Palestinian Territories. The technical 

potential in the West Bank is estimated to be around 530 MW of rooftop solar PV, and 

at least 100 MW of utility scale solar in Areas A and B (Fully or partially under 

Palestinian control). This is dwarfed by the vast solar potential of over 3,000 MW 

estimated in Area C, which would be suitable for both PV and CSP technologies. 

Nevertheless, the significant political challenges associated with securing Israeli 

approval for construction in Area C cast some doubt over the possibility of developing 

this resource. By contrast, extreme land constraints in the Gaza strip limit the available 

solar potential to 160 MW of rooftop solar. However, even this limited solar capacity 

could play a vital role in increasing energy security and acting as an electricity safety 

net. (World Bank, 2017). 

According to the (World Bank, 2017) estimates, the potential of the solar energy was 

as shown in Table1. 
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Table 1 Overview of solar energy potential in West Bank and Gaza 

 

Potential Available RE capacity (MW) 
Utility Scale PV and CSP 

  Area A and B  Area C Total 
West Bank 103 3,374 3,477 

Gaza     0 
PT     3,477 

Roof Top Solar 
  Residential Public Commercial Total 

West Bank 490 13 31 534 
Gaza 136 8 19 163 
PT 626 21 50 697 

 

Food and agriculture 

Under the umbrella of food and agriculture falls a number of practices listed below: 

i) Sustainable and organic farms 

These farms are situated in different places across the West Bank, and they range 

between providing self-sustainability and selling surplus, tobeing educational and 

dedicated to creating produce to be sold. 

ii) Cooperatives working with local farmers 

These cooperatives act as a managing, distributing and marketing body.They work 

with a pool of local farmers in making sure that the produce follows certain guidelines 

that helps the farms maintain sustainability and ensures all produce is grown 

organically and sustainably. These cooperatives also provide courses and advise on 

sustainable farming. 

Such cooperatives include Adel fair trade, Sharaka organization and Kanaan Fairtrade. 

iii) Botanical Gardens / preserving bodies 

In this category the aim of these bodies is preserving and documenting the indigenous 

plants and seeds of the region in their most original form. They also act as an 

educational body for local and sustainable methods of living. 
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iv) Eco systems 

In the case of Farkha village, it is an entire village that has decided to go sustainable 

and as a result created ran the first Eco-village Design Education (EDE) course in an 

Arabic country taught in Arabic, this was launched was launched in 2015.  Experts 

hope that Farkha will become an official eco village within five years after the course.  

 

Sustainable Housing and Construction 

Under the umbrella of sustainable housing and construction fall a number of practices 
listed below: 

i) Construction using sustainable materials 

This includes construction using mud; there are a handful of people involved in this 
practice. 

Name Location 

Rashid Abdelhamid Ramallah 

Ghaith Nassar Ramallah 

Rami Kasbari Germany 

Danna Massad Ramallah 

LeenaArouri Ramallah 

 

There are also a few people in Jericho involved.  

The main obstacles for this practice include the lack of awareness and demand for such 
housing as well as the lack of construction workers familiar with these building 
practices.  

ii) Building using LED Certificates 

This works on constructing buildings with a minimum carbon print. There a few 
architects that design and build using such techniques including Hani Hassan.  

Some of the obstacles for this method include the expensive materials, the lack of some 
of the required materials in the market, as well as lack of awareness and demand.  
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iii) Renovating old buildings  

Most of the old Palestinian buildings are green buildings, comprising of thick stone 
walls and require little heating/cooling. There are a few organizations working on 
renovating old Palestinian buildings. 

Organization Name Location 

Riwaq Ramallah 

Hebron rehabilitation 
committee 

Hebron 

Ta’awon Jerusalem 

 

iv) Reusing Materials for furniture and product design 

In the case of reusing materials for product and furniture design there are many people 
working in the field at the moment, including William Abdullah.  

Name Location 

William Abdullah Ramallah/Birzeit 

Alaa EddineHilu Bethlehem 

 

Some of the obstacles for this market include the lack of appreciation for design, lack 
of awareness, and cheap Chinese products etc. 

 

Sustainable Clothing 

Sustainable clothing has been going on for decades, although notnecessarilylabeled 

under sustainable clothing, it serves that purpose. This includes the below methods: 

i) Second-hand Market 

These markets are situated across the West Bank and Gaza, they sell used clothing at a 

lower price. 

ii) Clothing Swap 

A new twist to the second-hand market are clothing swaps, with meetings held in 

Ramallah every once in a while, without a regular timetable. The purpose of such 

events is to give up some of the old clothing and swap for new clothing. 
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The point of such events is for participants to renew and clean their closets in a 

sustainable manner without wasting extra resources, and in practice can result in 

someone giving away all their old clothing without finding anything suitable to take 

away. 

iii) Renewal of old Palestinian Garments 

This is widely and traditionally done by women especially in villages and other rural 

areas, it consists of using old Palestinian garments "thob" in creating new pieces such 

as wallets, art pieces, Clay pots for decoration etc. 

 

Sustainable Tourism 

Sustainable and alternative tourism is divided into three main parts: 

i) Volunteer based tourism  

This part of tourism attracts travellers who seek to connect to the place in a different 

way, the most common way is volunteering at farms, and in return receiving 

accommodation and food for free. This in many cases still requires the volunteers to 

pay a minimal fee, examples of such a method are listed below: 

Name Location Type of organization 

Marda permaculture farm Marda Permaculture Farm 

Hosh Al Yasmin BeitJala / Bethlehem Organic farm/ restaurant 

Amin's Farm Al Biereh / Ramallah Organic farm using 

indigenous methods 

 

ii) Nature walks/ home stays 

This includes a number of hiking trails established such as Masar Ibrahim hiking trail, 

it also includes some home stays with Bedouin families or other families across the 

west bank with local guides. 
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iii) Sustainable hostels/ guest houses 

This comprises of hostels and guest houses that work on living sustainably intheir 

organizations. Examples includeHosh al Subbar in BeitSahour/ Bethlehem, where the 

guest house is located in a permaculture farm using many different sustainable 

methods to maintain the site, and Hostel in Ramallah that is directly linked with Om 

Suleiman farm (this location connects their guests to the farm, while some volunteer 

there and the food offered at the location is from the produce of the farm.  

 

5 Financing System 
Palestine has a mature, and organized financing system. It is divided into three sectors, 

that are organized and supervised by the Palestine Monitory Authority, namely, 

banking, microfinance organizations and the local exchangers. In addition to that and 

for the financing of greens, there are the investment funds. 

i)The Banking System: 

Palestine has a strong and widespread banking system. There are 15 banks, with 309 

branches and offices in all areas of the West Bank and Gaza. Their total assists and 

portfolio were US$ 14,552 million and US$ 7,177 million in 2016. (PMA annual 

report, 2016). Three of the banks provide only Islamic financing, with the rest 

providing traditional finance. Islamic financing formed 13% of the total portfolio. 

Seven of the banks operating in Palestine are of Palestinian nature while eight of them 

are foreign banks, mainly Jordanians. 

The following table describes the nature of those banks. 
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Table 2: Banks Operating in Palestine 

Bank Name Country Origen Total assets (Million 

US$)  

Total Portfolio 

(Million US$) 

Bank of Palestine Palestine 4,118 2,213 

Al-Quds Bank Palestine 960 616 

The National Bank Palestine 957 519 

Palestine Islamic  

Bank 

Palestine 809 539 

Arab Islamic Bank Palestine 791 419 

Palestine Investment 

Bank 

Palestine 352 181 

Al-Safa Islamic Bank Palestine 87 4 

Arab Bank Jordan 3,436 1,511 

Cairo Amman Bank Jordan 977 381 

Housing Bank Jordan 604 192 

Jordan Bank Jordan 591 213 

Jordan Ahli Bank Jordan 374 188 

Jordan Commercial 

Bank 

Jordan 216 87 

Egyptian Real Estate 

Bank 

Egypt 155 100 

Jordan-Kuwaiti Bank Jordan 125 14 

Source: Banks, 2016 
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The total private sector credit facilities were US$ 5,453 million. Such facilities were 

distributed in terms of economic activities as shown in table 3. 

Table 3 Private sector facilities as per economic activity 

Description in % 2014 2015 2016 

Real Estate and construction 22.7 24.7 25.1 

Industrial 7 6.1 5.5 

Services 20.4 21.6 20.2 

Agriculture 1.3 1.7 2.3 

Services 10.2 9.2 11.1 

Consumable Products 25.2 24.6 25.1 

Cars Purchase 4.5 4.6 4.2 

Others 8.7 7.5 6.5 

Total Facilities (millions of US$) 3,655 4,372 5,453 

Source: PMA annual report, 2016 

The table shows clearly that only a very little portion of the facilities was awarded to 

the industry, agriculture and tourism. Over 90% of the facilities were given to the non- 

productive activities of the economy. 

Only the Bank of Palestine has a special program for the Greens, with a portfolio of 

US$ 5 million which represents only 0.07% of the total portfolio of the Palestinian 

system. This program is supported by the IFC. 

ii) The Microfinance lending institutes: 

There are 7microfinance Institutes operation in Palestine, 6 of which operate under the 

supervision of the Palestine Monitory Authority, and one under the supervision of the 

UNORWA. The total portfolio of those 6 organizations reporting to the PMA reached 

US$ 199.4million. With a total of 68,912 active borrowers. (PMA annual report, 2016) 

Those MFIs are Faten which operates 50% of the total portfolio, ASALA, Reef, 

ACAD, VITAS, IBDAA and UNORWA who together share 50% of the portfolio. 
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None of the MFIs has a special designated program for green swithers. Faten runs a 

small portfolio in coordination with the National Team for Employment ofYoung 

innovators. 

The following table summarizes the operation of the microfinance sector in Palestine: 

Table 4. Microfinance sector in Palestine 

Description 2014 2015 2016 

Number of MFIs 5 6 6 

Number of branches and offices 58 64 82 

Number of active borrowers 45,153 51,952 68,912 

Portfolio in million US$ 97 136.7 199.4 

Distribution of loans %    

Agriculture 14 14.9 12.6 

Industrial 10. 9 5 4.9 

Real Estate 30.1 27.9 30.4 

Trade 22 24.1 24.9 

Services 9.5 9.9 9.2 

Tourism 0.6 5.1 4.6 

Consumables 12.9 13.1 13.4 

Source: PMA annual report, 2016 

The above table shows that 26% of loans were given to productive activities, while 

74% of loans had a non-productive nature. 

All MFIs do not have a special program designated to the green projects. 

iii) Investment Funds: 

There are 5 investment funds in Palestine, who work in close coordination with 

incubators and accelerators. Those funds are:Ibtikar, Sharakat, Welfare Social 
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Tourism, Siraj and Sadarah. The most notable of those is Ibtikar, whoinvest in projects 

of creative entrepreneurs coming out of either an incubator or an accelerator. Sharakat 

mainly buy shares in lending organizations such as Faten and Asala as well as 

investing in onlylarge-scale projects rather than small and medium. 

 

6 Mission to Palestine meeting schedule 

 
Date Time Organization 

28/11/2017 10-12 Italian Agency for development Cooperation 

3/12/2197 12-13 Ministry of Environment affair 

5/12/2017 10-12 PICTI 

5/12/2017 13-14 Palestine investment Bank 

7/12/2017 11-12 Palestine Bank 

9/12/2017 13-14 VITAS-Palestine 

9/12/2017 14-15 Palestinian Network for small and micro 

finance 

11/12/2017 16-16:30 Faten 

12/12/2017 13-14 Leaders 

14/12/2017 14-15 PALTRADE 

 

6.1 Meeting with Italian Agency for development 
cooperation: 

The Italian Cooperation is one of the European donors to the Palestinian National 

Authority (PNA), among other European donors. Their funding is concentrated on 

health, gender, social development, natural resources and energy. 
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Mr. Mohammed Musleh of the economic development unit was interviewed.  

He advised that, the Italian Agency does not have a specialized fund for Green 

Switchers. But, it has a revolving fund for small and medium entrepreneurs that is run 

in coordination with the ministry of finance. The value of the fund is 25 million Euros. 

It has been given to the PA ministry of finance as a soft loan for 30 years, with a grace 

period of 20 years. The application to the fund can be done through Palestine Bank, Al-

Quds Bank and the National Bank. All applications are forwarded to the Ministry and 

all approved applications will be funded through this fund. In the past 10 years banks 

gave loans of a total of 2 million Euros only. Recently, they included leasing 

companies in the agreement, and applicants can apply through them as well as through 

banks. 

The Italian agency is very open to including Green Switchers in this project, provided 

that they fulfill the conditions imposed by the banks and the Ministry of Finance. 

Mr. Musleh, who is also a member of the lending committee, indicated his will to 

encourage banks to give preferential treatment to Green Switchers when applying for 

loans. He also indicated that the cooperation has a 14 million Euro revolving fund that 

is managed by the Palestinian Fund for Employment and Social Protection, where the 

fund gives soft loans with an interest of 2% to the microfinance institutes in order to 

fund startups. He also indicated his will to encourage MFIs to give preferential 

treatment to Green Switchers. 

6.2 Meeting with the Ministry of Environment Affairs: 

The Ministry of Environment Affairs is responsible in the PNA controlled areas for 

implementing, monitoring and enforcing the Palestinian environmental laws.  Their 

main work is to monitor and enforce the environmental laws. 

Eng. ZaghloulSamhan, the director general of policies and planning in the ministry, 

who is also GreenMed focal point in Palestine, described the ministry’s role as a 

planning role rather than one of implementation. He agreed that the PNA should 

introduce an incentive package for Green Switchers, and attributed this responsibility 

to the Ministry of National Economy (MNA) and the Palestinian Investment Promotion 

Agency (PIPA). He agreed that there should be more lobbying in the government for 

the introduction of incentive packages for the Green Switchers, which includes easier 
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registration, special classification as well as incentives in taxation. He also agreed that 

some modifications should be introduced to the governmental purchasing regulations 

that includes new regulations that enforce the implementation of clean environmental 

projects. 

He indicated that a better partnership should be introduced between the PNA and the 

private sector towards green projects. He then summarized that there is “the necessity 

of better incentive programs from both the movement and banking sector, as well as 

better coordination with the private sector.” 

6.3 Palestine Investment Bank: 

The meeting was with Mr. Firas Enaiah, the bank Credit department director. He 

indicated that the bank has no special program for Green Switchers, neither having any 

preferential treatment.  Green Switchers are treated like any other customer in the 

bank. 

He also indicated that the bank gave loans for some clean energy projects, the largest 

was given to a diary plant in Hebron, where they generated electricity from the cows’ 

dung. The loan was for US$ 250 million and was treated as any other loan, in terms of 

collaterals and interest. 

He indicated the willingness of the bank to introduce a special program for green 

projects provided that such program is supported by a guarantee fund.  

6.4 Meeting with the Bank of Palestine: 

Bank of Palestine is the largest bank in Palestine in terms of assets and portfolio, they 

control around 32% of the Palestinian market. 

We met Mr. KostaRantisi, the head of SME credit department along with Eng. Bishara 

Shamali, from the bank constructing unit. Mr. Rantisi indicated that Bank of Palestine 

is the only bank working in Palestine that has a special program for green projects with 

a portfolio of US$ 5 million. This program gives loans with reduced interest rates and 

less collaterals. He indicated that in the past 4 years they gave loans in the range of 

US$ 5 million, 58% of which to private sectors companies, while the rest to 

individuals. Most of the projects were in Gaza and for solar energy projects. Very few 

for recycling projects. 
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Mr. Rantisi also indicated that that strong demand is on solar energy projects, and no 

demand on green construction. He also stressed on the need to training to bank staff on 

green concepts to give them a better understanding, as for now they mostly regard 

green projects as either clean energy or recycling projects only. 

6.5 Meeting with Vitas-Palestine microfinance institute and 
Sharaka: 

VITAS-Palestine is the second largest MFI in Palestine, with a capital of US$ 15 

million and a portfolio of over US$ 45 million.  

We met with Mr. Alaa Sisalem, the General Manager, who is also the head of the 

board of directors of Sharaka, the MFIs coordination body in Palestine. 

Mr. Sisalem, indicated that none of the MFIs in Palestine has a special program for the 

greens. He indicated that VITAS-Palestine and other MFIs gave loans to solar energy 

projects especially in Gaza, but as ordinary loans with no preferential treatment. In his 

organization, he found no special demand for green loans and hence he did not think it 

is important to introduce a new product to accommodate green demand. He indicated 

that lowering the interest rate or giving a preferable treatment to Green Switchers will 

encourage others to cheat in order to take the cheaper loans. 

He also indicated that there is a low awareness on green projects in the MFIs and a lack 

of knowledge on the different types on green projects. He stressed on the need for 

training to MFIs employees on the concept of green projects and their different types.  

He indicated that only Faten, the largest MFI in Palestine, has a prepackage for the 

greens in coordination and support with the Palestinian Fund for Employment and 

Social Protection. 

He concluded his position by stating that VITAS is against giving preferable treatment 

to Green Switchers, but rather giving technical assistance and training if needed.  

6.6 Meeting with Faten microfinance institute: 

Faten is the largest MFI in Palestine with a capital of XXXXX and a portfolio of 

XXXX, they control XXX% of the microfinance market. 
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Ms. Hind Jarar, the PR and Marketing manager was met during the green 

entrepreneurship activity organized by PICTI in order to help their green entrepreneurs 

get finance for their projects. 

Ms. Jarar indicated that Faten works with greens on two levels. The first level is 

through their policies which prevent them from giving loans to any project that might 

have any environmental hazard. The second level is through a package of loans in 

coordination with the Palestinian Fund for employment and social protection. Through 

this they give loans for green projects with a celling of US$ 5,000, a grace period of 6 

months and a reduced interest rate. One of their success stories is the recycling of 

paper waste, and the production of educational materials. 

She indicated Faten willingness to enlarge loans for greens if they receive support from 

other organization. She explained that support is not restricted to financial support. 

6.7 Meeting with Leaders: 

Leaders was founded in 2004 in the economic hub of Ramallah. They are the leaders in 

supporting the cutting edge of digital development and entrepreneurship, developing 

Palestine’s first and only Technology Park. Their Business Start-up Incubators 

Program aims at helping entrepreneurs to translate their ideas into new businesses. The 

program supports start-up incubators in Nablus, Ramallah, Bethlehem, Hebron, East 

Jerusalem and Gaza. Incubators provide entrepreneurs with shared office space and 

resources, business advice, training and coaching. They have also started the first 

accelerator in Palestine, in partnership with Ibtikar Fund. 

We met Mr. ZaherBassioni, the co-founder and operation manager of Leader. He 

indicated that they provide technical assistance and space for their Incubators 

members, provide seed money of up to US$ 20,000 for the people accepted in the 

accelerator, and then help entrepreneurs to get funding from Ibtikar fund. 

Leaders have recently established a social enterprise accelerator with the purpose of 

creating social and environmental change, 30% of applications to this accelerator are 

for green projects. The problem is that they do not have enough capacity to accept all 

applicants. He indicated that any investment in this project is most welcome, and will 

help the Green Switchers. Some of the projects that applied and were rejected due to 

their lack of knowledge and experience were agricultural projects,  
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He indicated the need for a special project within Leaders that includes technical and 

financial help to Green entrepreneurs. He also indicated the need for awareness 

programs in the governmental institutions, schools, financial organizations incubators 

and accelerators. This awareness program must be through the creation of a green 

platform that is to be used as a green coordination body as well. 

 

 

6.8 Meeting with Paltrade: 

The Palestine Trade Center (Paltrade) was established in 1998 as a not for profit 

organization. It then became a private sector platform concentrating on helping the 

Palestinian industry exports. 

ShawqiMakhtoub, the head of the program explained that the program was officially 

launched In November, 2107. The program is to help the Palestinian industry in 

becoming green, with the aim of providing technical help to the local industry in order 

to produce products that fulfils international green specifications. They will work with 

15 local companies with a total budget of US$ 1.5 million. Through this they plan to 

increase Palestinian exports. The program will concentrate on the agro-products, such 

as dates and olive oil products. 

The program will work also in lobbying the government and financial institution to 

give preferable treatment to green projects.  

Mr. Makhtoub, indicated that although the program is still in its early stages, they 

faced problems in finding experts in the field, and they definitely need some technical 

assistance on the concepts as well as needing technical advisors to help the local 

industry in being green. 

6.9 Meeting with PICTI: 

Palestine’s Information and Communications Technology Incubator (PICTI), is the 

first Non-Profit ICT incubator in Palestine. PICTI provides sustainable channeling 

between startups, accelerators, and investors at both the local and international levels 

including the Palestinian Diaspora. PICTI was founded in 2004 as a technology based 

physical incubator facility and grew to offer business services to Palestinian 

entrepreneurs. Innovative ideas are assessed in terms of their market potential and 
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supported to become great projects. One of the programs PICTI is implementing is in 

association with GreenMed. They have trained a group of Green Switchers in startup 

and pitching skills, in order to help them better organize their ideas, and present them 

in professional manner to bankers and investors in order to obtain either loans, 

donation or investment and start their projects. A group of 7 Green Switchers presented 

their projects to some financial institutions and might be on their way of applying for 

the necessary funds. 

Mr. Alawneh indicated that this is the first time PICT worked with Green Switchers, 

and found out that they have some great ideas. 

Some of the problems Green Switchers encountered during their work, is the society’s 

lack of understanding and appreciation for green projects. An awareness campaign 

should be launched to fix this. In his contacts with the financial institutions, he found 

out that most of the institutions do not offer preferential treatment to green projects. He 

also indicated that the investment incentive program needs to introduce a special 

incentive program for the Green Switchers. 

 

7 Results of the round table discussion with the 
Green Switchers. 

Some 20 Green Switchers were invited to the round table discussion. Only 9 of them 

managed to reach Ramallah due to the very bad conditions on the roads on that day, as 

a result of demonstrations and closure of the roads between Palestinian cities. They 

covered the fields of manufacturing, agriculture, construction and tourism, with the full 

list of participants shown in appendix 1. 

The main objective of the meeting was to find out the problems facing Green 

Switchers, such as technical and financial problems. The meeting last for two and a 

half hours, where each participant was given the chance to present the problems they 

faced while trying to plan/implement their projects, as well as discussing other 

participant’s problems. The following is a summary of the problems faced by the 

participants: 
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7.1 Ayham Bader:  

Mr. Bader owns a small machine that makes tissues and toilet paper. He wanted to 

recycle the waste by manufacturing egg boxes. He built the building for the project in 

Area C, and bought the machinery necessary for that.  

The major problem he faced was getting the infrastructure for his project, especially 

electricity. The reason for that was the location of his factory in Area C and the slow 

procedure in the electricity distribution company.  Although the machines necessary 

for the project were imported in January, 2017 until now, he has no electricity.  

A major problem he faced was the weak infrastructure presently in place for such 

industries. 

7.2 Ghadeer Al-Salaimeh 

Ms. Al-Salaimeh’s project was to produce biodiesel from used cooking oil. She failed 

to obtain the necessary licenses in order to establish her workshop. The PNA 

considered this as a top economic security issue, since diesel has some 65% taxes on it, 

and were not willing to wave these taxes. They also, did not have the rules and 

regulations that are necessary to establish such a workshop.  She established her 

workshop in Area C, where electricity is available, and started production without 

licensing, but she was forced to shut down by the PNA. 

Major problems she faced included the lack of regulations and the financing if she 

wanted to increase production capacity. 

7.3 Saleh Totah: 

His project was established in 2013, as a not for profit organization with the vision of 

creating an arboretum and eco-park. The project was called ‘Juthour’, which means 

roots in Arabic. He faced problems in convincing people of the importance of planting 

trees that are in danger of extinction, as well as the lack of funding to keep this project 

running. 

Major problems: funding and awareness. 
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7.4 Murad Al-Khofash 

Mr. Al-Khofash owns Marda permaculture farm.Marda is a farm designated to train 

people on permaculture farming, including agriculture students from a local university. 

The project is registered as a charity in the interior ministry. Funding for the project is 

external, received from foreign organizations that support permaculture farming. 

The project, if to be effective, needs to expand by building a hostel for trainees, buying 

chattels for commercial purposes and to establish a small compost production line. 

Major problems: government negligence, public awareness and funding. 

 

7.5 Mohammad Saleh: 

Mr. Saleh is the founder of Mostadam and the map of green Palestine, is an expert in 

environmental design. Mr. Saleh works mainly in schools, especially in Jerusalem 

district schools, designing environmental curriculum.  This project is a for profit 

project as Mr. Saleh is paid for such services. His teaching in schools is based on 

‘learning by doing’, and requires materials that are costly. He thinks that there is a lack 

of understanding for the importance of such work within the Palestinian educational 

system.  

Major problems: Public awareness, and financing. 

7.6 Ghaith Nassar: 

Mr. Nassar is an architect, he worked for 2 years with the UNESCO in mud building, 

constructing few buildings in the Jordan valley area. He then established his 

engineering office specializing in furniture design and fabrication from construction 

waste, before closing it down. When designing mud buildings, he was unable to obtain 

the necessary licenses for his projects, due to the non-existence of codes and building 

procedures in the Engineers associations and municipalities. For the furniture 

fabrication he was faced with the refusal of home owners to buy furniture for inside the 

house, as they were reluctant to pay for it. 

Major problems: Public awareness and the lack of regulations. 
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7.7 William Abdallah: 

Mr. Abdallah is a carpenter from Birzeit, he has a fully equipped carpentry business.  

He established a production line of fabricating furniture from wood waste that is 

thrown in the streets of Ramallah. This line failed because of the little demand on such 

products, and the stigma that recycled furniture is seen as a cheap product by society. 

Major problem: public awareness. 

7.8 Mohammad Kharaz: 

Mr. Kharaz is the owner of Green Ideas company, in Tulkarem, in the northern part of 

the West Bank. He is specialized in the collection of plastic waste, and recycling it into 

new raw material. His factory although is still operational is facing multiple problems, 

as it was not registered by the PNA. Transporting collected plastic is expensive and 

needs special garbage collection cars to reduce collection cost. Municipalities were not 

willing to cooperate in the plastic collection and then selling the collected material to 

his company process. He also faced problems with the tax authorities asking for large 

sums of money for VAT, as collection depended on manpower that does not pay VAT, 

while selling raw material needs to issue a taxable invoice. The total taxes he was 

asked to pay was 16% for VAT and 15% for income tax. Such taxes are fatal to the 

project. He thinks that recycling projects should be exempted from paying VAT. 

Major Problems: regulations, financing, governmental incentive, public awareness.  

7.9 Ra’afat Al-Bandak: 

Ra’afat is an employee in the united efforts of MasarIbrahim Al-Khalil. This is an 

alternative tourism, where the specialist marked a new long distance cultural rout that 

passes through 52 different Palestinian villages. The trail is 330 km long and stretches 

from the Jineen area north of the West Bank to the villages of Hebron South of the 

West Bank. The route is marked and direction signs are installed. This project is 

externally funded, and had no cooperation of the Ministry of Tourism. The project is 

not sustainable.  

Major problems: Public awareness and how to make the project sustainable. 
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8 Conclusions: 
The concept of green projects and Green Switchers is very new in Palestine, although it 

is now spreading but, mainly in the elite and intellectual circles, but with no clear 

understanding of the concept, and only scattered ideas on green projects circulating 

around. The lack of understanding of the concept was clear in the government, 

financing institution, and private sectors as well as among the public. 

During our investigation, some major problems were found facing the Green 

Switchers. The following points will summarize these problems: 

8.1 Financing: 

Palestine has a strong and wide spread financing system that includes a strong banking 

system as well as a strong and organized microfinance system. Most of the portfolio of 

both the banking and microfinance systems is spent on consumptions loans, while very 

small portion is spent on productive loans. The general awareness in this sector for 

green projects is low, and needs to be improved.  

It is evident that there is only one program for the financing of green projects in the 

Palestinian banking system, with a portfolio of only US$ 5 million. This indicates 

clearly that there are no sufficient funds dedicated for green projects,although,Green 

Switchers could be treated equally as any other loan applicants when they need 

finance. 

Green Switchers who want to work in the agriculture field are suffering even more, 

since all financial institutions are hesitant of giving loans to this sector. 

The need for special financing programs for Green Switchers was expressed by some 

entrepreneurs. They thought that their green projects should be given some preferential 

treatment. 

Incubators, accelerators and investment funds concentrated on high tech projects, and 

gave very little attention to the Green Switchers. Only, one incubator (PICTI) gave 

special attention to the Green Switchers. 

Most bankers interviewed were open to the idea of having a special program for Green 

Switchers, but they lacked the knowledge in this field.  
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Banks can use the idea of green loans for public relations, and hence it is important for 

green organizations to approach banks and offer them training on environmental and 

green issues, in order to encourage them to offer green loans. 

The below graph summarizes the finances options available for Palestinian green 

switchers, it also shows the development and availability of each option. It is obvious 

that the green switchers are still in the early stages of obtaining sufficient finance from 

the banking sector. More work is needed to help switchers moving from the incubation 

stage to full finance. 

 

 

 

8.2 Legislative:  

Most of the switchers in the round table discussion expressed that they faced problems 

due to the absence of legislatives dealing with environmental issues, especially in the 

licensing of projects. This is partially due to the low level of understanding with 

regards to green projects and their value to the society. Lobbying must be conducted at 

all governmental levels.  
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8.3 Awareness: 

The lack of awareness and knowledge in the green concept was evident and expressed 

by the Green Switchers, employees in the financing institutes, the private sector and 

government. A widespread campaign must be launched at all levels, including a public 

campaign to raise awareness and show the impact of green projects on both the 

economy and society at large.    

8.4 Incentives: 

The lack of incentives in all different areas was evident, from government to banking 

institutes.Palestine has an investment incentive program, and a dedicated 

administration to implement. The investment incentive program must be amended in 

order to include incentives for green projects and projects with high environmental 

value. 

 

9 Recommendations: 
Based on the above problems, and as specified by the Green Switchers met, we 

recommend the following: 

9.1 Financing:  

Although there is little attention to the green loans in the Palestinian financing system, 

it might be easy to change this fact. There are 15 banks and 6 MFIs, locked in very 

tough competition. The green issue could be the one for banks to enhancepublic 

relations, and use in their marketing campaigns. 

It is important to approach all banks and MFIs, and offer to train a group of their 

employees on green economy and its importance, in order for then to run a special 

program for green loans. Such a program does not have to be funded externally, but 

internally in order to reach a new segment of the market. 

It could be worth it if money is used in incubators and accelerators, in order to dedicate 

a program for Green Switchers. 
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9.2 Raising  Awareness: 

All sectors of the society, including governmental officials, bankers, and the public at 

large have a low understanding on the importance of green economy. Providing 

financial funds to the green projects must coincide with training to the financial 

institutions to raise their awareness of the importance of such projects, as well as 

describing to them the different types of green projects. This must be associated with a 

campaign to raise public awareness 

9.3 Lobbying for regulations and incentives 

On a different note, a lobbying campaign in the government to introduce new laws and 

regulations in favor of green economy including an investment incentive program must 

follow.    

9.4 The creation of a special Green Switchers coordinating 
body: 

During the round table discussion, all Green Switchers discussed their problems and 

looked for solutions.  

It could be a step forward, if an umbrella for Green Switchers is created (Could be a 

branch for GreenMed). This organization will take the responsibility of following up 

the awareness and lobbying activities, as well as organizing regular meetings for Green 

Switchers to discuss their projects and help each other in solving problems. 
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Appendices 
 

Appendix 1:Round Table discussion participants-Eco Businesses 

 
Date: Wednesday 
20/12/2017 
Place: PICTI meeting room 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No Name E-Mail Mobile Company 

1 

 

Morad Al-Kofash mardapermaculture@gmail.com 0599967420 Marda Permaculture Farm 

2 Ghaith Nassar ghaith@nassar.ps 0569940015 Free Lance 

3 William Abda Allah William carpentry workshop  

In facebook 

0599585676 William Carpentry 

4 Ayham Bader Ayham.bader@gmail.com 0562666201 Purex for Manufacturing & 
Trade 

5 GhadirArafeh  Ghadir.arafa@hotmail 0569898480 Palestine Biodiesel Factory  

 mostadamecodesign@gmail.com 0532286759 Mustadam دمحم صالح 6

7 Saleh Toutah morganbcooper@gmail.com 0569813714 MashJarJuthour 

8 Mohammad Kharaz  0595505059 Green Ideas Company 

9 RaafatBandak rafat@masaribrahim.ps 0599396835 Masar Ibrahim Al Khalil 
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No Name E-Mail Mobile Institution 

1 

 

Mohammad Musleh Musleh@itcoop-jer.org 0599766324 Italian Agency For 
Development Cooperation 

2 Zaghloul Samhan z.samhan@enviromental.pn.ps 0599264225 Ministry of Environmental 
Affairs 

3 Firas Einaiah fenaiah@pibc.ps 059255066 Investment Bank 

4 Kosta Rantisi Kosta.rantisi@bankofpalestine.ps 0599240800 Bank of Palestine 

5 Bishara Shamali Bishara.shamali@bankofpalestinps 0599835436 Bank of Palestine 

6 Alaa Sisalem asisalem@vitas.ps 0599111102 Vitas-Palestine 

7 Zaher Basioni  0599798982 Leaders 

8 Shawqi Makhtob  0599893158 Paltrade 

9 Mahi Alawneh Alawneh.mahir@picti.ps 0569122212 PICTI 
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Appendix 2:Tools Used 

1.1.1 Tool 1:Semi-Structured Interview Questions for Financial 
Systems: 

• Do you have a special financial program for the Green Switchers? 

• If yes. Is the program funded externally? By which organization? How? 

• Is there a preferable treatment for Green Switchers in terms of rate, collaterals or any 

other conditions? 

• How many loans in numbers and value have you given for Green Switchers in the past 3 

years? How does it compare with other sectors? 

• How is the repayment going? Do you have any repayment problems? Specify in value 

and number. Compare to other sectors. 

• When you reject a loan application, is there any specific reasons for rejection? Specify. 

• What is the nature of the loans that you have given for Green Switchers? Family roof 

top, commercial, industrial, agriculture or public. 

• What are your future plans in this sector (amounts and dates)? What are the conditions 

for your involvement in the eco-business sector and switchers? 

• What are the financial potential and challenges for this sector? Who else is working in 

financing this sector? 

• What are your recommendations to improve financing the eco-businesses?  
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1.1.2 Tool 2: Discussion themes for Round Table Meeting with 
Switchers: 

Discussion will be carried along the four following themes, 

Theme 1: Introduction to their eco-businesses  

• When did you start on your project/business/ switching to green economy? 

(Approximate date), How long did it take you to actually start implementation? 

• Did you find obstacles in starting, including legal, or licensing?  If yes please describe 

them.How did you overcome those obstacles? 

Theme 2: Finance of the Project 

• Was the project financed through a self-financing capital, a grant, a loan or a 

combination? Please state clearly in numbers, percentages, and organizations. 

• Did you get a loan? If yes from which bank/MFI? Was there a specialized program for 

that? 

Theme 3: Financial Challenges  

• Did you find any preferable treatment when asking for a loan for the project?  

• Did you find any obstacles when asking for the loan?  

Theme 4: Financial Needs and Recommendations: 

• Do you have any financial needs for your eco-business? Please elaborate  

• Does your sub-sector have financial needs? What and how? 

• Do you have any suggestion to improve the licensing and financing processes? 
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